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Implementing on-ground change
Experience with the Devolved Grants scheme of the Mount
Lofty Ranges Catchment Program
Dr Jill Kerby
General Managcr, Onkaparinga Catchment Water
Managcrnent Board
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Phase II of the Mount Lofty Ranges
Catchment Program IMLRCP) operated from
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Phase II accelerated on-ground action
Technical and community assessment

1998 to 2001 (Phase Ill will follow) It aims

processes determined priorities for on-

to enhance sustainable natural resource

ground works to ensure that resources were

b c k outlines how your

:National Executive plans to
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management, with community and

invested in key locations to address signifi-

government working together, maintaining

cant issues On-ground outputs were

ant1 improving an environmentally,

achieved through the continued provision of

econo~nicallyancl socially diverse region

devolved community grants, together with

The objectives of the Program are:

the introduction of devolved funding for

planning to set priorities;

groups to undertake major on-ground works
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DATECLAIMER: AGM

management;
community awareness and understanding;
developing ant1 pronloting best practice;
and,

' proactively attracting investment with
partners

APEN Annual General Meeting
NRE Institute, Tatura, Victoria, on Friday
November 8, 2002. The AGM will be
preceded by a joint MAC-APEN professional development activity.
mmra&lnjcornmunlU*r

From the editor
Feedback on the last edition was positive

Thanks also tor your contributions to thi,

Thanks to those who \\/rote in with sugges-

issue - I've held over some stories until next

tions This edition hignals a return t o more

time, so please be patient! Seen any

traditional extenslon stories, but look tor

resources, books, websites we should all

more topics from "outside the square" in

know about? Pass them along ... remember

future editions In particular, we're keen to

it's your newsletter!

D A I R Y RESEARCH
A N D DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

v v
Horticulture Australia

Darren Schmidt

see some stories on marketing extension
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Devolved Grants
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Devolved grants were offered by the

~ e v o h e dgrants is a
process whereby the
Commonwealth Covernment passes on
some financial responsibility for project
approvals and administration to regional
organisations.
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MLRCP at two levels: major on-ground works

Through the process of administering this
scheme, we developed many systems and

(up to $1 50,000 per project, offered annu-

procedures, collectively called the Ingredi-

ally) and community involvementgrants (up

ents of Success (see diagram opposite).

to $10,000 per project offered quarterly).

Much of this was learned in the more

These were intended to achieve major on-

challenging major on-ground works scheme.

ground change and to encourage the

Each and everyone of these components was

community to participate in projects and

necessary to make the scheme successfuI.
Some of these revolve around reliable

activities that would:
enhance and protect the quality of surface

sources of funding and other contributions,

and ground water;

such as:

ensure sustainable use and management of

Natural Heritage Trust funds (of about $2

water resources;

million a year);

protect and enhance biodiversity;

matching contributions (State/Local

provide for the sustainable management of

Government and community); and,

land and the protection of soil; and,

incentive packages for on-ground works (to

increase community understanding of

encourage landholders to undertake the

natural resource management.

required priorities).
Others revolve around priorities and

While MLRCP had some experience in
small community grants during Phase I of the

partners, particularly priority natural

Program (1993-97), major on-ground works

resource management issues and multiple

were new to Phase II. Management and

and diverse partners (for funding, technical

administration evolved over time, including

advice, in-kind support etc).

publicity, database management, application

The scheme could not operate without a

Management appraisal and approval,

community ready and willing to take on
major or minor projects, so the ingredients

preparation of financial agreements, pay-

include:

processes, technical assessment, Board of

ments, monitoring, report assessment and
final evaluation.
72

What did we learn?

For major on-ground works, theI orocess
-----

community groups and/or landholders in the
key areas;
indigenous (local) knowledge of land,
climate, weeds etc;

3%
mt too fate to send in p u r

was even more complex as the potential

faxhckfoma.

project moved through stages of expressions

support from Landcare officers and others

of interest, refinement based on technical

where there are significant environmental

advice and detailed project plans. Two
custom-built data management system were

issues, but no existing community group to
lead the process;

developed: one for the MLRCP to administer

'insider' information on the social environ-

all aspects of major on-ground works; the

ment (eg recognising key community

other for groups undertaking projects to
manage the funds, individual landholder

leaders, or how to resolve potential conflict
within a group);

involvement and reporting requirements. In

general group support, eg providing

Another online jwmal
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addition, a special group of MLRCP staff

information, referral to training and

provided support and linkages to community

technical expertise and advice on planning

groups who were implementing the works.
In a typical year, about $150,000 of Natural
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and coordination of activities and projects;
access to relevant and timely technical

Heritage Trust funds were allocated to about

advice to landholders or the group.

20 groups for community involvement grants

There needed to be open, transparent and

and $1 million to about 15 groups for major

equitable systems for the groups to obtain

on-ground works. These investments were

funding

more than matched by contributions from the

' effective publicity and communication;

community, local and State Governments.

an open application process (eg expressions

Over the three years and nine months of the

of interest, detailed project plans etc);

MLRCP Phase II, this total investment from

technical assessment of applications, and

the community and three levels of govern-

providing feedback;

ment was close to $9.5 million.

Board of Management assessment and
approval.
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The MLRCP needed to establish its own
administration processes and reporting
structures, so the ingredients include:

And the whole process needed to be
flexible, so that ingredients include:
the invaluable team of about 15 individuals

database management systems (electronic

from the MLRCF: various State agencies

and hard copy);

and community groups who acted as the

custom-built data management system for

link between each major on-ground works

administration, tracking and reporting.

project and the MLRCP;

In addition, the group needed to be

ongoing review of processes, procedures

supported in the ongoing management of the

and linkages;

project and the funds and associated report-

monitoring, 'trouble shooting' and final

lng:

evaluation.

financial and project agreement with
groups;
payment schedule to groups, linked to

Western Australia
The folk in WA are busy! By the
time you read this, WA
Chapter will have run their
second writing workshop (the
first was in late May) which
covered research, structure,
style, editing and using images.
in addition, Uni of Qld's Tony

So what?
Delivering major and complex programs

Kelly launched a three
pronged workshop adventure
in Perth and Kalgoorlie

reporting (for large projects this tended to

for on-ground change in natural resource

be 50% 'up-front', 40% at the half-way

management presents considerable chal-

focusing on integrated

point on provision of a progress report and

lenges, in the complex chain from Common-

community development,

10%on completion, including a final
report);

wealth Governmentto individual landholder

community development

and landholder groups. To a large extent,

frameworks and community

site visits and inspections of on-ground

meeting these challenges relied on the

building through heads, hearts

works at appropriate times.

willingness of everyone involved to be

and hands.

Almost all large projects needed additional

flexible, positive, and to work together to

human resources to implement them, so
ingredients include:

devise credible, practical and cost-effective
solutions. In other words, the most valuable

funding of projectJimplementationofficers

asset is the human resources of the region

for most larger projects (to coordinate
landholders, technical advice, implementa-

and a willingness to invest in people in order
to achieve effective on-ground change.

tion, reporting etc);
development of custom-built data management system for groups to use;
the development of Voluntary Land
Management Agreements with landholders.

Ingredients for success in devolved grants: a honeycomb of variables. As Jillsays:
"Each and everyone of these components was necessary to make the scheme
successful."

National accreditation scheme
In March, ajoint AAACIAPEN
workshop funded by RlRDC was
conducted in Canberra to explore
the possibility of establishinga
national accreditation scheme for
workers in natural resources,
agriculture and related sectors.

JohnJamesand Jon Warren
attended, and Jon is on the
steering committee to progress the
initiative further.

Character cannot be developed
in ease and quiet. Only
through experience of trial
and suffereing can the soul be
strengthened, vision cleared,
ambition inspired, and
success achieved.

.... Helen Keller
APEN ExtensionNet
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Planning for innovation: The
case of working the networks
Theo Nabben

design and implementation, the benefits and

Development Ofticer, Sustainable Rural Developrnent Program, Agriculture Western Australia

limitations of a new practice would be better
grasped, and the end rate of adoptions would

Innovation means
uncertainty
lnnovation projects build new responses
to uncertain situations, but how do actors

Theo Nabben, who says this
photo is dating and he has a
lot more grey hair now.

be higher.
The project selected a target region, the
south eastern Wheatbelt, and agency staff,
private consultants and farmers were
interviewed to get their perception of blocks

and supervisors embrace the unknowns of

to and opportunities for improved adoption.
This produced a rich picture of the evolution

the innovation task whilst ensuring

of sustainable farming systems in the region,

appropriate action is undertaken?

but did not support the initial goals.

Action learning may be an option; it

Private consultants thought they were

suggests that in uncertain circumstances,

pushingadoption of new practices as hard as

initial action should be based on best

they could with their clients, and making

current understanding, but that the reasons

progress toward sustainable systems. Agency

behind choices of goals and strategies are

staff were mostly new graduates, unfamiliar

made explicit. Reflection after action,
however, generates new understandings,

with the community, the industry and lacking

Contact information

which confirm or challenge goals and

systems in the area. It emerged that the

email: tnabben@agrrc,wa.gov.au

strategies, and on these more secure
directions, new action can be planned.

networks between all the players were weak.

f i e Working the Networks Project final
report and two other reports detailing
our networking lessons are available
from the author.

Assumptions about what is going on and

Agency staff didn't know who to go to
within the agency to get technical advice, or

how best to influence can then be tested

who to go to in the local community to

against experience.

understand best local practice. Private

Rather than trying to anticipate unknowns
at the start, a project management process

consultants didn't think much of the technical
competence of agency staff, and didn't talk

based on action learning rapidly and

much to each other. Agribusiness maintained

repeatedly draws the results of action back

its direct relationship with farmers around the

for reflection, and tests the soundness of

sale of materials, but didn't talk to other

goals and strategies before initiating the next

service providers. Local agency staff changed

round of action.

frequently, so any emerging networks

Changing project goals in
the light of the first cycle
of action
"Working the Networks"
was a WA Department of
Agriculture project commi

Working the Networks aimed to do

r

the technical knowledge behind the farming

something to speed up the rate of adoption

continually stumbled as people left. Faster
movement of technical specialists within the
agency, and the shift to a project-based
rather than discipline-based organisation had
fractured networks within the agency.
The project management team discussed

of dryland salinity practices. While new

these new understandings and decided to

options were (and still are) needed for

refocus the project goals on building up the

speed up adoption of dryland

dryland agriculture, there were potentially

networks between private and public service

satinity practices in the West

valuable new practices that farmers were not

providers. The revised project logic argued

adopting. Most farmers trial new practices

that the Department of Agriculture's capacity

on their own property before scaling up, so

to deliver service was seriously compromised

sioned in November 1999

Australian Wheatbelt. The
project's action {earning
methodology provided an
adaptive model for project

d
d

planning, fostering on-going
evaluation within the action
learning cycle of plan, act,
reflect*

APEN ExtensionNet
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better private and public support for these

by weak networks, and staff needed to focus

trials could increase adoption. The project

explicitly on building stronger networks.

rationale argued that trials would be better

Further, the capacity to tap into and build

constructed and more learning would be

networks was becoming more important in

extracted from them. Instead of new

agriculture, as farmers, consultants and

practices being rejected hvause

nf

poor trial

agribusiness became more adept in network-
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ing across distance and industry sectors to

However, as they worked on all the

source new ideas and technical information.

difficulties this threw up, service providers

The agency needed a distinct networking

began lifting their own networking skills.

capability if it was to contribute to the

Discussion on how to network was the

evolution of farming systems.

liveliest part of the meetings. Gradually, a

The project developed a new strategy for

new understanding coiled its way into the

this goal: to form an action learning group of

group's collective awareness: Working the

service providers in a target catchment (the

Networks might be better off targeting

Woodanilling-Dumbleyung catchment),

service providers who were building

who would set about strengthening the

networks as a major part of their job. The

networks between service providers. The

people most committed to the task were in

assumptions behind this strategy were:

fact the full-time networkers, and the Wagin

People learn best through action. By

Croup had struggled to keep the attention of

focusing on a specific catchment, and

those for whom building networks was

drawing together service providers

peripheral to their work tasks.

working there, the project would create an
opportunity for joint action, which would
lead to improvements in the networks.
Action based on participants' own assess-

One participant suggested we get a group
of full-time networkers and form action
learning groups that gave them time to talk
network buildingskills. We compared notes

sustained action. By facilitating partici-

on the network builders we knew, and set

pants' own analysis of the strengths and

about them. In the space of six weeks, the

weaknesses across regional networks, they

project closed down the Wagin Croup and

would be motivated to make the improve-

had new two groups of network builders up

ments they thought necessary.

and running.

The project consultant would facilitate
reflection on what was working and not
working in the action taken, and this would
lead to better targeted action and build the
underlying knowledge and skills of partici-

approached the task as innovation - the
creation of new processes and products to

refinement strategy. The first assumption of
this phase was that service providers would
develop skills in networking as they improved
networks in specific catchments. This didn't
happen. A group (the Wagin Group) was
formed and over several months looked at
how to strengthen local provider networks,
but participants didn't have the organisational
capacity to bridge the gaps between networks. The analysis: delivery was weak.
Participants did not have the authority, nor in
many cases the competence, to get networks
with differing values to related better to each
other. They were not able to not get the
attention of those with more authority.

produces sustained action.

3. As action is taken, skills

Initial assumptions about innovation. The

questions about how to build networks and

The first phase changed project goals and

own assessment of the situation

The project's ability to change goals and

open up more opportunities to extend

strategy; the second led to a significant

action.

2. Action based on participants'

strategies was based on:
project consultant and Management Team

Changing project strategy
based on the results of a
second cycle of action

1. People learn best through

What allowed flexibility in
project direction?

pants. Each cycle of action would raise

networkingskills.

of the project:

and work together on their networking and

ment of the situation would produce

As action was taken, skills would develop.

Assumptions drawn at the start

meet difficult circumstances, rather than the
application of established products and
processes to well-understood circumstances.
They accepted from the start that the best
way to proceed would become apparent as
the project progressed, and that there was a
level of risk in heading in any particular
direction. The team also accepted that the
consultant would be the person close to the
action, making tactical decisions without
reference to the management team, and
generating options for strategies and goals.
Regular communication with the management team. The consultant's track record in
managing innovation projects engendered a
level of trust to begin with, but regular
communication built this trust into shared
understanding of the issues the project was

Ross Collrver is the principal author
and consultant who manages the
Work~ngthe Networks Project, lust
before this photo was taken, Ross was
told the project strategy had changed
again.
Ross' consultancy is called Tralning &
Development Group - his contact
details are Ph 08 9386 1412, ernail
colliver @rnpx.com.au

encountering. The flow of information from
the project meant that everyone saw when
the management team needed to reconvene
face-to-face, and what the agenda needed to
be.

APEN ExtensionNet
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Regular communication with participants.
The consultant built an email list of all

discussion of learnings so far started rather

people with whom he had contact as the

flat in tone, but hit a more animated pitch as

project progressed. After every major step

the two groups realised they were covering

forward (for example, after a meeting of the

similar and different issues, and had actually

Wagin Group), and about every four to six

begun to identify some worthwhile practices

weeks, he put out a summary of progress

in networking and network building.

which covered action taken, implications for

The review of the project process raised

strategy, and next steps. The thinking behind

the issue of progress reports at the end of the

the action of the project was transparent to

project. Many were reluctant to accept this

the growing network of those involved.

requirement. The consultant presented the

When it came time to change direction,

progress report as an account of their

those with the interest in the new direction

learning to their peers within the action

knew where the change had come from and

learning group and beyond, and an opportu-

stayed engaged.

nity to add to the collective understandings

Project goals and strategy were constantly

about networking and network building. He

and explicitly tested and rebuilt. Assumptions

made it clear that he had an obligation to

connect a beginning intention, with goals,

describe best practices and that their

with strategies, with action. These assump-

progress reports would help him do this. H e

tions were declared the start, but revisited

opened up more options for making a report,

throughout. For an innovating project, not

including verbal presentations and presenta-

only does understanding of the world out

tions of critical incidents, rather than whole

there develop as a project progresses, but

sequences of actions over several months,

tacit assumptions made at the start of a

and more options for preparing a report. He

project only become apparent as action

explored the help he could provide to

reveals thatthe real world doesn't fit those

participants in preparing their reports, but

assumptions. Itwas tempting to bury this

stuck with the intention that the reports

incongruence and either continue as planned

should provide an account of learning to

or change direction without reworking initial
assumptions. But at that point, innovation

peers.
Once again, the action threw up a

would have stopped.

challenge to project activity, forcing to the

Holding onto strategy
Strategy doesn't always have to change:

foreground discussion of the idea of a
progress report and making more explicit
assumptions on all sides. Participants reacted

new insights can shape tactics without

to the request for progress reports as if this

changingstrategy, even when events strongly

was a demand by some distant authority.

challenged what had been planned.

They had joined the project to do some

As the two new action learning groups got

'lac~tassumptions
made at the start of a
project only become
apparent as action
reveals that the real
world doesn't fit those
assumptions.

of learning between groups. After lunch

learning for themselves, in fact to create a

underway, the consultant reminded partici-

conversation different to the discourse of

pants to report their progress at mid-term and

production and administration that domi-

at the end of the six month period. However,

nated their work. They were not about to

as the mid-term progress reports neared, the

manufacture reports to keep someone else

need for these was challenged by both

happy. The consultant deepened his exposi-

groups. The consultant's draft agenda for the

tion of a progress report: it was first of all a

mid-term session drew an alternative

place where individuals could draw together

proposal from spokespersons for the two

their learning, so that they would know what

groups, who had quickly consulted their

they knew more explicitly. It was also a way

respective groups. They argued for an

each could contribute to the understanding

ordinary working session of each group, on

of peers and to a field of practice. Rather

the grounds that the groups were just starting

than being time off-line, away from the

to hit their straps and needed more time as a

pressures of work, the discussion about

group to get into their issues. It was too early,

progress reports placed learning activity in

they said, to be giving progress reports.

the centre of extension activity, as an

In response, the consultant revised the

innovating effort that tackled central tasks in

agenda, starting the half day with a normal

extension practice, and that could deliver

work session of the groups, then a review of

new practices.

I!

the action learning process so far and sharing
-
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Renewed focus and directions for APEN
Over the last twelve months the APEN
National Executive (NE)* has been
developinga strategic plan in order t o

toward that vision. They are to:

its membership.
time and competition for members'

effort on the NE;

attention from other organisations and

communic-ate "what w e are on about"

interests it is critical that APEN continues

t o mc>mbers,potential members,

to evolve and improve if it is to prosper.

l
organisations;
s l x ~ i % ) rcsl ~ i cpartner

The NE wants to ensure that APEN stays

'1

sc!nstl o f team amongst the NE;

1. be recognised as the Peak Body for

With constant pressure on volunteers'

prioritise and streamline the volunteer

build

W e set four goals for APEN t o work

importantly, driving what APEN does for

change management professionals,

2 . have a vibrant and effective network,

3. provide maximum professional
development opportunities, and

4. ensure a high profile amongst

relevant and an plays an important part of

;111(1,

people's portfolios of interest. To use

members, potential members, policy

t1t1 ,11)1t. to measure/celebrate our

marketing parlance, the NE wants to

makers and funders.

,~c~hic~vcmcnts.

ensure APEN is "front-of-mind" for

~ l ~ t i cprocess
.

began in 2000, and

tlcvc~lol)etlfurther in Melbourne in

members and non-members.
We set a vision for APEN that shows

The business of APEN has been split
into nine portfolios within the context of
the above Goals; with the management

Dcc.cbm1)cr 2001. Incomplete and

that we aim to make a significant

of portfolios assigned t o individuals on the

inil,crf(~c:tas it is (and should b e ! )the plan

contribution to people in (rural) Australia

NE. Each portfolio has a set of objectives,

is now driving the agenda of what w e do,

"successfullymanaging change" and that

actions and performance measures,

from the structure of meetings, the

APEN be the "peak body for change

summarised below.

development of budgets and most

management professionals".

*

Note: the "National Executive" (NE) is
the new name for the old "Committee
of Management (CoM).

Goal 1: Be recognised as the Peak

Goal 2: Have a vibrant and effective

Coal 3: Maximum professional

Body for change management profes-

network of change management
professionals

development opportunities for change

sionals
Management Portfolio

Chapter Support Portfolio

management professionals
Activities Portfolio

The NE to be highly effective with a

Cultivating responsibility throughout

One International Conference from

smooth running Secretariat Uohn lames).

Chapters and a sense of belonging and

2007; one National

~

J

F

run
u ~ every

Strategic re/ationships/alliances that

importance ofAPEN (lane Weatherley).

four years from 2003 (Amanda Mitler).

enrich APEN and clearpolicies on

Better linkages created between the NE

Members provided a minimum of two

change management Uohn James).

and chapters with assistance provided to

professional development workshops

Chapters Uane Weather\ey).

per year in at least five \ocations

Financial Resources Portfolio

N t has a strategic approach towards the

Membership Services Portfolio

(Amanda Miller).

financ~alstability and resilience ofAPEN

Members are aware and informed about

Knowledge Resources Portfolio

don Warren).

APEN andAPEN knows who its members

Time efficientleffective facility for

Robust financial systems in place and

are (Greg Cock).

members to disseminatelsource change

being used (Jon Warren).

Members are satisfied with the benefits

Evaluation Portfolio
Continuous improvement and innovation in the development and implemen-

management literature (PaulAinsworth).

provided by APEN and Membership

Coal 4: APEN has a high profile

numbers are increasing (Greg Cock)

amongst members, potential mem-

Internal Communication Portfolio

bers, policy makers and funders
Marketing Portfolio

tation of portfolios (Heather Shaw).

Through ExtensionNet, the web page

Efficient / effective collection of relevant,

and the e-mail discussion lists, members

APEN's markets are well defined and

ucilisable data to evaluate portfolio

feel they have a platform for sharing

APEN is positioned to meet the needs of

progress and impacts (Heather Shaw).

facts, opinions, and experience (Darren

these markets flerry Reid).

Schmidt).

Strategic alliances with funding bodies,

The purpose, quality and integrity of

kindred organisations and institutes of

APEN are reflected in hardcopy promo-

higher learning are developed t o

tional materials (Darren Schmidt)

generate income and professional co-

Members feel comfortable about passing

operation fLerry Reid)

on to the editor information relevant to

APEN is "front-of-mind" for members

other members (Darren Schmidt).

and non-members (Terry Reid).

A complete version of the plan wilt soon be on the APEN website: www.aDen.ora.au. We hope that you

Greg Cock

APEN ExtensionNet

sense the outcomes of our planningand that we all see a bright future for our organisation.
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Studying with the REC (Rural
Extension Centre) not only
allows you to update your skill
base but also gives you
internationally recognised
qualifications. The programs are
flexible, letting you choose the
courses you want to learn.

Get skills in:
group facilitation
community development
adult learning
project management
evaluation
and many more courses.
Go to our website to find out more, or
contact Jodie now phone: (07) 5460 1092
e-mail: inf0arec.edu.a~
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e n g a g i n g comrnun i t i e s

CONTACT
APEN:
Paul Ainsworth Ph: 03 5824 2375
~ h James
n
(President)
h: 07 5460 1495
)hn.james@dpi.qld.gov.au
,manda Miller (Vice President)
h: 0 8 9865 1205
rniller@agric.wa.gov.au

paul.ainsworth@natfoods.com.au

Janet Reid, Ph: 64 6 350 5268
J.I.Reid@rnassey.ac.nz

eather.shaw@nre.vic.gov.au

;reg Cock (Treasurer)
h: 0 8 8303 9346
ock.greg@saugov.sa.gov.au
)arren Schmidt (Editor)
h: 07 41 60 0725
arren.schmidt@dpi.qld.gov.au
, ~ nWarren, Ph: 08 9368 3333
jdwarren@agric.wa.gov.au
Terry Reid, Ph: 07 3280 1928
terry.reid@dpi.qld.gov.au

chris.sounness@nre.vic.gov.au

Western Australia
Colin Holt, Ph 09 881 0222
cholt@agric.wa.gov.au

Gippsland
Vacant

New Zealand
Janet Reid (See NE)

Melbourne
Penny Richards, Ph: 03 9785 01 72
penny.richards@nre.vic.gov.au

Sam Rangai, Dept *gric&

JaneWeatherley, Ph: 03 6226 2651
jane.weatherley@utas.edu.au

rn
leather Shaw (Secretary)
h 03 5430 4527

Western Victoria & Borders
Chris Sounness, Ph: 03 5362 21 11

SE Queensland & Northern NSW
MclntOsh
Ph: 07 3280 1439
felicity.rncintosh@dpi.qld.gov.au
Central~WesternNSW
John McKenzie, Ph: 06 6366 5000
mckenzj@ix.net.au

New Guinea
Livestock, PO Box 41 7,
Konedobu

Northern Territory
David Kennedy, Ph: 08 8951 8612
david.kennedy@nt.gov.au

w e m y QJtrk

South Australia
Craig Feutrill, Ph: 0 8 8232 5555
cfeutrill@adam.com.au

m c l h

~ ~ x ~ 2 3 9 , ~ ~ 3 6 8 9 ,

Tasmania

Ph:42 6024 sag-

Northern NSW
Anne Currey, Ph: 02 6628 7079
natres@naturallyresourceful. corn.au

Amabel Fulton Ph: 03 6231 9033
arnabel@bigpond.com

F a Q2605613k7

Murray Riverina
John Lao/, Ph: 03 5883 1644
john.lacy@agric.nsw.gov.au

South-East NSW & ACT
Vacant

~un4'i@abury.net.au

APEN W&&
mmv,apm.o~?g;au

Guidelines and deadlines
Submissions should be made in MS Word 6 . 0 with minimal formatting. A portrait photograph of the author is required. Allphotographs,
figures andlor tables ought to be provided as separate tiles (preferably TIE CRlF orlPEC; photos scanned at 3 0 0 dpi). Feature articles
should be around 1000 words and minor articles 500 words The editor reserves the right to edit submitted material to meet space
restrictions. Letters to the editor or general items of news olinterest to the network are welcome. Articles should be submitted at least lour
weeks prior to publication. Preference is given to articles that are grounded in some form ofproject or event.

fTditir1,o and lyoarf: Ddrren Schividt, Qld D e ~ ~ a r ; f r wof
n tPrimary dndu.sIries, h ' i r i g ~ r y i .
hr?bucfion rnniidgernen?: Ros~rndryC~jr~ie,
APE% . i ' ~ r r ~ l z r i ab%'odor,ga,
l,
djr'rlorr'd.

Opinions expressed in ExtensionNet are not necessarily those of the Australasia-Pacific Extension Network (1nc.j unless otherwise stated

Themes for future editions of ExtensionNet: Markefing extension, exfension theory, evaluation, professional development.

Stories and photos (next edition) due to Editor 16th August 2002.
APEN ExtensionNet
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